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What We Do

TLDR is a daily newsletter with 
links and summaries of the most 
interesting stories in tech, 
science, and coding. It is the 
largest developer-focused daily 
newsletter in the world.

Our morning emails help 
software engineers, designers, 
data scientists, and other tech 
workers stay on top of 
developments in the industry in 
just 5 minutes.

Sponsors benefit not just from 
appearing in our newsletter, but 
things we share frequently get 
wider attention across social 
media and on sites like Hacker 
News and Reddit.



Our Audience

Demographics & Stats

● Highly technical audience, primarily software engineers and other tech workers.
● 30% United States, 10% United Kingdom, 10% Canada, 25% other EU, 25% other non-EU
● 50% ages 25 to 34, 20% ages 18 to 24, 20% ages 35 to 44, 10% other
● Primary sponsorship ads get between 500 to 1000 clicks
● Developer sponsorship ads get between 400 to 600 clicks

165,000+
subscribers

38%
open rate



Subscribers from companies like

…and many early stage founders and engineers.



Recent Sponsors



Primary Sponsorship
TLDR primary sponsors receive a prominently 
displayed ad at the top of the newsletter (see 
the “Linode - Cloud Computing Built for 
Developers” ad on the right).

This ad unit can be used for SaaS products, 
developer tools, or any product that may be of 
general interest to TLDR’s audience.

The cost is $3000 per issue with a 3 issue 
minimum. New sponsors may book a single test 
issue for $3000 as a trial run.

We are happy to assist you in writing ad copy 
that will fit the tone of the newsletter.



Developer Sponsorship
TLDR developer sponsors receive an ad in the 
programming section of the newsletter (see the 
“Web Scraping API” ad on the right).

This ad unit is limited to 150 characters, and can 
be used for developer-focused products, jobs, 
events and content.

The cost is $1500 per issue with a 3 issue 
minimum. New sponsors may book a single test 
issue for $1500 as a trial run.

We are happy to assist you in writing ad copy 
that will fit the tone of the newsletter.



Questions?

Contact us at sponsors@tldr.tech

mailto:sponsors@tldr.tech

